Terms and Conditions
Promotion: Win A Trip for Two to Brisbane with The Highlanders
Mechanic: Hold an allocated Stand Ticket or allocated Season Membership Card to either the
Speights Stand, or the North Stand to the Highlanders vs Reds Super Rugby Match, to be played on
Friday 14 July 2017 at Forsyth Barr Stadium, Dunedin, New Zealand.
Be at the game, in your allocated seat (according to the ticket you hold) and at half time, a randomly
generated seat number within Forsyth Barr Stadium will be announced over the PA and on the
bigscreen via a visual “Boarding Call” animated clip, and be therefore known as the “Winner”.
NB Tickets or Zooper Pass Membership Cards with a General Admission seating (in the Mitre 10
Stand, otherwise known as The Zoo) are not eligible for this prize.
Winner Presentation: At Half time when the winning seat is announced, the event staff will identify
that seat, it’s winner and will then assist the person, sitting in that seat, to make their way to the
field to receive a voucher which will contain the contact details of how to uplift their prize. The
Winner must be able to validate that they are the ticket holder of that drawn, winning seat number
by holding a ticket with the corresponding seat number.

Conditions:
Promotional Period


This competition closes at the time of kick-off, as officiated by the Referee. Scheduled for
7.35pm.



The Winning seat will be announced at the start of the the 12 minute half time period. That
is, 40 minutes after kick off, or as officiated by the Referee.



The Winning seat must be occupied by a person. If a seat is not occupied for any reason at
all (including that it’s occupier has temporarily moved from it for any reason), will result in a
re-draw.

Valid Participation In This Competition In The Case Of Winning:


Only allocated stand tickets are valid for entry. i.e. “The Zoo” or General Admission tickets
are not valid for entry.

o

Entrants must hold a ticket to either of the Speights Stand or North Stand to be
eligible for participation



Winners must be over 18 years old



If a Winner is under 18 years old, they must be accompanied by a parent or guardian over
the age of 18 at the time the prize is drawn, in order to accept the prize. Failure to do so will
result in a re-draw.



All Season Members (and their subscribed seats) are automatically in the draw.



If a Season Member, Sponsor or Business has multiple seats in their name, and a Seat
Number (as subscribed to by that Member, Sponsor or Business) is drawn, the winner of this
competition will be the individual occupying that particular seat, at the time of the draw. It
will not default to the Season Member, Sponsor or Business name through which the
multiple seats are subscribed to.



The winner must be fit and legally able to travel at the time they redeem this prize i.e. have
a valid passport and any Visas that may be required for them to travel to and from Australia
for this prize. They must also meet the carrier airline’s flying conditions including but not
limited to, health.



The prize winners receive and embark on this trip at their own risk. Highlanders Rugby Club
Limited Partnership, it’s staff and the companies that have provided the prizes will not be
held liable for any damages, losses or harm caused to the traveller(s) as a result of any
aspect of the prize

Drawing The Winner


At Half Time, Highlanders Event Staff will randomly generate a Section number, followed by
a Row letter, followed by a Seat number (as displayed on every Stand ticket)



That randomly drawn sequence will represent the winning Seat for the prize, and will be
announced over the Big Screen and Public Address system accordingly



Highlanders Event Staff will sight the winner, and assist them to the Pitch to receive the
prize



Failure to meet any of the previously mentioned Terms and Conditions will result in a redraw



Following the draw, no correspondence regarding the draw process or entry eligibility will be
entered into by Highlanders

Prize


The Prize must be taken in its entirety by 30 June 2018



The Prize is not redeemable for cash



The Prize is transferrable to another person at the discretion of the original Winner.
Highlanders will not enter any correspondence or be involved in any such case. The
travelling winner must meet all requirements for travel as outlined above.



The date(s) to uplift the prize are subject to availability



Highlanders will liaise with the winner and the organisations who have provided prizes to
ensure availability and confirm bookings

The Prize is for Two Adults, and Includes:


Return flights from Dunedin to Brisbane (direct), including a checked baggage allowance per
person.



5 nights accommodation staying at the Oakwood Hotel and Apartments Brisbane



A double pass to the Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary



$500 AUD in cash for spending money



One Highlanders jersey for the winner and their travel buddy

This Prize does not include:


Travel insurance or any other insurances that would cover the travellers in case or
emergency – financial, medical or other



Transport to, or Parking at Dunedin Airport



Spending money for food, beverage, transport, activities, shopping beyond what is outlined
above

Rights Granted To Highlanders
By accepting the prize, the winners grant to Highlanders Rugby Club, a royalty free license to:


Use their name, image and likeness across all Highlanders owned channels and platforms
including, but not limited to website and social media

By accepting the prize, the winners confirm they will:


Allow Highlanders to do a short video and/or take photos at the time of their departure from
Dunedin Airport and use them for promotional purposes

